
 

 

MEMO: To All Bryston Customers 
SUBJECT: Bryston Middle T Speaker Review 
October, 2014 
 
Please see attached the latest review in Home Theater Review.com  Magazine of the 
Bryston Middle T loudspeaker. Brent says it will not win any beauty contests but gets 
FIVE STARS for PERFORMANCE.  
 

 
 

   
 
 

  
 
 
 
 

http://hometheaterreview.com/bryston-middle-t-floorstanding-speaker-reviewed/ 
 
Favorite quotes: 
 

• I'm just gonna cut to the chase and say that the Middle T sounded so good that I 
listened to it mostly just for pure pleasure. That's not usually the case with 
speakers I have in for review; typically I focus on getting the review done 

 
• When I spun Rahsaan Roland Kirk's "Three for the Festival" from We Three 

Kings, I experienced some of the most amazing imaging I've heard. 
 

• Next the king of non-so-great recordings: Todd Rundgren. Even though Todd's 
voice sounds crude, coarse, distorted, and oversaturated on his first sorta-hit, 
"We Gotta Get You a Woman," I've never heard him image so precisely on this 
tune. The hand claps in the second verse -something that's barely noticeable on 
most of the systems people would hear this tune on - sounded eerily real, almost 
like I was right next to Todd when he was adding them. I noticed so many new 
details in this recording yet the sound was never, ever even slightly hyped-up or 
bright. I only wish all those audiophiles who think exaggerated treble equals 
detail could hear this speaker do its thing. 
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• Whatever percussion instrument Dybdahl was whacking on sounded like it was 
absolutely real, stretching across to fill my living room from side to side. Above 
all this sonic chaos, Dybdahl's voice floated, sounding impeccably clean, clear, 
and full. The whole experience was simply amazing. If every trade show demo 
were this good, a lot more speakers would be sold. 

 
• Every summer seems to have one song you can't get out of your head. For me, 

2014's chanson d'été is Tom Vek's irresistible "Sherman (Animals in the Jungle)." 
I'd say it was a perfect fit for the Middle T, except that almost everything seems a 
perfect fit for the Middle T. The grating synth punches in the intro sounded 
colossal, wrapping all the way around behind my head as if I'd had surround 
speakers set up. The quartet of 8-inch woofers totally brought the boom, 
slamming out Vek's incessant, insistent beat with all the power, ease, and clarity 
of a great subwoofer. As usual with this tune, I kept cranking it up and cranking it 
up, yet I heard not a trace of distortion in Vek's voice. 

 
• Pining to put the high-res capability of the Sony USB DAC to use, I put on the 

24/96 version of Yes's "Long Distance Runaround." What I noticed most here was 
Chris Squire's bass, which just sounded so perfect, so flat, and so tight, with no 
notes sticking out and every subtlety of his fingering and picking right out there. 
With a lot of speakers and subs, the bass is too sloppy to get the attack on both 
kicks. With the Middle T, both kicks sounded completely clear and detailed, 
giving me a realistic sense of the felt beater striking the drum head. 
 

 
Brent Butterworth 
Home Theater Review 


